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Abstract Long term gamma spectroscopy experiments involving single-channel an-
alyzer equipment depend upon thermal stability of the detector and its associated
high-voltage supply. Assuming constant discrimination levels, a drift in the detector
gain impacts the output rate, producing an effect on the output spectrum. In some
cases (e.g. single-energy resonant absorption experiments) data of interest can be
completely lost. We present a digital self-adapting discrimination strategy that tracks
emission line shifts using statistical measurements on a predefined region-of-interest
of the spectrum. It is developed in the form of a synthesizable module that can be
intercalated in the digital processing chain. It requires a moderate to small amount
of digital resources and can be easily activated and deactivated.
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1 Introduction

A Mössbauer detection system is a classical single energy selector operating on low
energy gamma events [1–3]. It is composed of four main elements: a proportional
counter with high-voltage (HV) supply, a charge preamplifier, a shaping amplifier
and a single channel analyzer (SCA), as shown in Fig. 1a. Long term stability of the
system is an important factor, especially in high resolution experiments, being critical
in constant-velocity applications [4–9]. In these cases transmission is recorded at a
single energy for a long period of time. Under unstable conditions, an output rate
variation cannot be distinguished to be the effect of the resonant process under study
or a consequence of a shift in spectrometer operating point.

The primary source of long term instability is temperature dependence of both
the HV-supply and the gaseous detector gain [10]. A temperature change displaces
the emission line out of the SCA window center, changing the proportion between
resonant and non-resonant photons. In precision single energy experiments either
temperature control must be implemented or a reference background rate must be
periodically recorded, with a consequent loss in efficiency.

Digitization of the detection system provides a powerful environment where a
compensation algorithm for temperature drifts can be devised. In a regular digital
arrangement, as shown in Fig. 1b, output of the shaping amplifier is sampled by an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and sent to a digital processing module. Every
detected event is digitized and translated into energy by a shaping algorithm. A
digital output is generated if SCA selection criteria on energy is met (e.g. amplitude
window). The selection criterion is provided by user after initial full spectrum
inspection (MCA) and remains unaltered during the experiment. This setup is well
addressed in bibliography [11–15] and several FPGA implementations have proved
to be successful.

We will show how, with a moderate amount of additional digital resources,
the processing module can be extended to automatically monitor the status of
the emission spectrum, detect potential temperature drifts and adjust the selection
criteria, in order to keep a constant background rate. The proposed tracking module,
shown in Fig. 1c, can be enabled or disabled as required. When disabled, the fixed
window criterion initially selected by the user can be applied.

In the next sections a window-based tracking strategy design is presented and the
main implementation aspects of the proposed techniques are discussed. Experimen-
tal results illustrate the performance of the tracking module when perturbations are
induced in the detection system.

2 Proposed tracking technique

As a first approximation, it can be assumed that the thermal drift in the detector will
only displace the emission line center (14.4 keV in 57Fe Mössbauer experiments),
keeping its variance unaltered. In consequence, a fixed width, moving energy window
can provide a simple way to implement an adaptive selection criterion. Then, the
tracking problem is reduced to finding the proper displacement of the window, whose
center will be coincident with the actual emission line center. Figure 2 shows the
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Fig. 1 Mössbauer detection system composed of proportional counter and preamplifier, followed
by: a shaping amplifier and single channel analyzer (SCA) in analog classical NIM layout, or b analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) and digital processing module in digitized version. User interaction for
window selection is schematized. The proposed tracking module c can be designed to coexist with
previous configuration

behavior of a section of 57Fe source spectrum when a change in amplifier gain is
forced.

We define the tracking window as the range of spectrum channels comprised be-
tween C–W and C+W, being C the window central channel and W the window half-
width. C is designed to be initially set by user inspection of the whole spectrum and
afterward continuously relocated by the tracking algorithm. W remains unaltered
during the tracking process, being advisable to be set to the optimal value for the
emission line [16, 17].

The region inside which the window can be moved is defined as the region
of interest (ROI) of the digital processing module. This region (a fixed subset of
channels larger than the window) can be selected upon experimental evidence. An
empirical value of twice the window can be used, from channel C−2W to C+2W.
The ROI spectrum is continuously updated by the digital processing module. An
algorithm is applied to the window section in order to locate the emission line
properties. Using this information, window levels are dynamically adjusted inside
the ROI. The resulting center is used to compensate SCA discrimination levels.

For example, given a 12-bit digitizer (4096 levels) a 10-bit spectrum (1,024
channels) can be built and a 7-bit ROI (128 channels) can be selected. Inside it, a
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Fig. 2 Section of an experimental 57Fe source MCA spectrum (1,024 channels), showing fixed 7-bit
ROI (128 channels) and tracking 6-bit window (64 channels), when a 7 % increase in amplifier gain
is forced. The window tracks the 14.4 keV line inside the ROI, from channel C1 = 347 to channel
C2 = 370

6-bit window (64 channels) can shift. In Fig. 2 this window tracks the 14.4 keV line
inside the static ROI from channel C1 to channel C2.

Under these circumstances, digital implementation of the tracking strategy
presents two main challenges:

i) In order to keep updated information that can be aware of changes, ROI must
be stored and continuously populated with the newly detected events, while the
older ones are discarded.

ii) A new window center must be recalculated every time ROI is updated, us-
ing stored information and an algorithm capable of being implemented with
medium complexity digital resources.

These two subjects are addressed in detail in the next two sections.

3 ROI storage and update

Given the characteristics of the low level trigger algorithm (Energy Calculation
module in Fig. 1), the tracking strategy is designed on an event-based operation.
Its input is the processed energy of the newly detected gamma event, provided
by the low level trigger. This event is used to update ROI and to initiate window
recalculation. In order to keep stored ROI information updated, two different
strategies can be considered.
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A simplistic approach would be to record the gamma spectrum for a fixed period
of time (enough to reduce statistical uncertainty, collecting N events), use it to
calculate the new window center, and reset the spectrum to start a new acquisition
period. However, that may result in a slow tracking response because it takes N/rate
seconds to get a new spectrum from scratch to calculate the next center.

A more appropriate solution would be to keep ROI updated with the last N
detected events, discarding the oldest one every time a new event arrives. A FIFO
architecture could be used. Implementation of this technique would result too
‘expensive’, as it would require the order number to be stored for each of the N
events (e.g., for a 256 channel ROI that stores one million events, 1.5 % statistical
error/channel, 1 MB of memory is required). Additionally, the algorithm to find the
center would involve the processing of the full FIFO.

A more efficient stochastic method is proposed: every time a new event arrives,
it is stored in the ROI and, immediately, a random event is discarded, keeping
ROI area equal to N. In order to preserve the spectrum properties, the event
to discard must be selected using the probability density function (PDF) of the
current spectrum. That can be accomplished by removing a uniformly-distributed
random event from the ordered spectrum. Digital implementation of pseudo-random
number generators can be addressed using linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) of
appropriate length [18].

It is important to note that, to preserve PDF spectrum, it would not be valid
to decrease a random channel of the ROI. More exactly, a random event must be
discarded, so most populated channels are more likely to be decremented, keeping
the spectrum shape unaltered. That can be accomplished by generating an N-bit
uniform random number (shifting N times a maximal-length sequence LFSR) [19]
and using this number to select one of the N stored events. Is the channel that
contains that event the one that must be decremented.

In order to provide storage space for an M-channel ROI, capable of collecting
N events with increment/decrement functionality, an M array of log2(N) up/down
counters can be used (256 20-bit counters are required for the previous 1 MB memory
example).

4 Tracking algorithm

Once the gamma spectrum is stored in ROI and continuously updated, the current
emission center can be found by calculating the mean inside the current window
limits (these limits were calculated using the previous center). Newly calculated
center is used to reposition the window.

If a window of W channels is currently centered in channel C, next center channel
C′ can be calculated as

indexC′ =

i=C+W∑

i=C−W
counti · i

i=C+W∑

i=C−W
counti

Being i the channel number and counti the number of events stored in it.
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The mean is calculated inside the window limits, not in the ROI. That is so because
window converges to a narrow (mostly symmetrical) selection of the emission peak.
Being much wider, ROI can include spectrum asymmetries that can distort mean
calculation (RX lateral peaks, exponential background, etc.). If such asymmetries
are not present, widening the window at both sides of the center can improve
precision.

Implementing this technique involves an important amount of calculations, and
therefore cost, power consumption and dead time. Instead of using the first order
moment to find the new center, using the median in the active window can be
more efficient since its calculation is simpler and results less dependent of spectrum
skewness. Several algorithms are available to calculate the median of a dataset, most
of them involving sorting [20]. That is very convenient, as in our case data is already
sorted in the available spectrum.

The proposed tracking technique is not sensitive to the widening (second-order
moment) of the dataset, as long as the algorithm is able to find a maximum inside the
window. A variance estimator can be implemented on the window channels in order
to detect a change, if necessary.

5 Dynamics and simulations

The responsiveness of the algorithm will be limited by the number of events stored
in the ROI (N). Such amount is imposed by the required precision in window
positioning. Rising it improves window median calculation (statistical uncertainty
is reduced), improving the determination of the window center. However, given an
event rate m, it will take N/m seconds to the algorithm to be fully aware of an abrupt
change in rate. Limitations at this point will arise from detector thermal dynamics
and HV stability.

Operating parameters can be tuned using simulations in a numerical computing
environment (Octave/Matlab® scripts are available). Optimal operating point results
from the compromise between responsiveness and precision. For example, consider-
ing the case of Fig. 2 (128-channel ROI with 64-channel window and 1 M stored
events), operating at a rate of 104 events/s, it will take at least 100 sec to fully refresh
the ROI.

6 Algorithm implementation

Tracking was tested using a development platform comprised of a 16-bit 250 MSPS
analog-to-digital converter (AD9467 from Analog Devices) and a Virtex4-FX20
FPGA from Xilinx.

Both digital processing and tracking module (all blocks in Fig. 1) were im-
plemented as an event-triggered finite state machine (FSM). USB and UART
communication modules were included to download ADC traces, monitor tracking
evolution, inspect spectrum and configure parameters at run time. There was enough
room in the device to accommodate a 64-channel ROI of 16-bit counters, with a
32-channel window (N = 64 k, M = 64, W = 16). The whole system consumed
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Fig. 3 Step response of the tracking algorithm, given an induced perturbation of the emission
center of 26 channels. The ROI channels (background image) and center (o) were recorded using
the communications module of the digital system. The fitted exponential (−) is an approximation to
exponential response with a single time constant determined by the ROI area

approximately 90 % of available resources (7,756 of 8,544 slices). It was programmed
using a behavioral high-level description language (source code available).

Considering implementation in a more recent Spartan6-LX45 (low-power, low-
cost, more advanced FPGA device), the tracking module alone requires 1,707 of
6,822 available logic cells, representing only 25 % of device resources.

7 Experimental results

In order to characterize the system, its behavior was tested under different pertur-
bations. Instruments used for the experiment were a proportional counter, a static
57Fe source, an Ortec 142PC preamplifier and an Ortec 572A amplifier (Ortec 420A
single channel analyzer was used as a reference). The digital selection system was set
to operate at a rate of 3,000 events/s.

As an example a fast 14.4 keV emission line tracking is presented in Fig. 3,
where amplifier gain is instantly changed from 55.94 to 56.10 (0.3 %). Information of
the ROI and the calculated center time evolution were obtained from the digital
module through its serial interface. Figure shows an exponential response when
line center jumps from ROI channel 18 to 44 (26 channels, outside initial W) in
t = 50 s.

Although the algorithm involves several nonlinearities, its step response can be
approximated as a single exponential, evidencing that the ROI area is the dominant
factor in the dynamics of the system. The time constant can be fitted to 22.03 sec,
matching the value predicted from N/m(21.84 sec). This time constant can be used
as an approximate limit of the operating point changes that can be compensated by
the system.
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8 Conclusions

The presented design involves a moderate amount of digital resources that can be ap-
pended as a module to an existing FPGA based acquisition system, or implemented
as a separate block. Inclusion of the tracking module does not affect performance of
the existing digital processing module and can be configured, monitored, enabled or
disabled on request during runtime.

Tracking the resonant energy level in Mössbauer experiments can drastically
improve stability, hence performance, of data acquisition, especially in constant-
velocity experiments where SCA long term output rate is a function of the parameter
under study. Also, in constant-acceleration configurations, this technique relaxes HV
stability requirements and room temperature control.
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